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Digraphical Regular Representations of Infinite Finitely Generated
Groups
RO¨GNVALDUR G. MO¨LLER† AND NORBERT SEIFTER
A directed Cayley graph X is called a digraphical regular representation (DRR) of a group G if
the automorphism group of X acts regularly on X . Let S be a finite generating set of the infinite
cyclic group Z. We show that a directed Cayley graph X .Z; S/ is a DRR of Z if and only if
S 6D S−1. If X .Z; S/ is not a DRR we show that Aut .X .Z; S// D D1: As a general result we
prove that a Cayley graph X of a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group N is a DRR if and
only if no non-trivial automorphism of N of finite order leaves the generating set invariant.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a group (finite or infinite) and let S  G be a generating set of G. The
Cayley digraph X D X .G; S/ has vertex-set G and edge-set f.g; gs/jg 2 G; s 2 Sg. It is
clear that G itself acts regularly (vertex-transitively and fixed point freely) on X by left
multiplication. The graph X is called a digraphical regular representation of G (DRR) if
the automorphism group Aut .X/ acts regularly on X . If S D S−1 then it is natural to think
of X as an undirected graph. In this case X is said to be a graphical regular representation
of G (GRR) if Aut .X/ acts regularly on X .
Work on GRRs and DRRs has mainly centred around two questions: which groups have
a DRR or a GRR, and for which groups are almost all Cayley digraphs DRRs or GRRs?
In [1] Meng and Huang address the question if almost all Cayley digraphs of G D Z are
DRRs. In this note we prove the two conjectures in [1], and give a complete classification
of Cayley digraphs X .Z; S/, where S is a finite generating set of Z.
To fix terminology we mention that D1 denotes the infinite dihedral group.
THEOREM 1.1. Let S be a finite generating set of Z and let X D X .Z; S/. Then X is a
DRR if and only if S 6D S−1. Furthermore, if S D S−1 then Aut .X/ D D1.
Continuing the investigations of Cayley digraphs of Z leads to the following result.
THEOREM 1.2. Let S and T be finite generating sets of Z. Then X .Z; S/ D X .Z; T / if
and only if S D T or S D T−1.
In the last part of this paper we present a general condition for the generating sets S of
finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups N , such that the Cayley digraphs X .N ; S/
are DRRs.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let d denote the usual distance function on a graph X . Then the growth function of a
locally finite graph X with respect to a vertex x 2 V .X/ is given by
fX .x; n/ D jfy 2 V .X/jd.x; y/  n for n  0gj:
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If X is a vertex-transitive graph then it is well known that the growth function does not
depend on the choice of a particular vertex x . Therefore, it is denoted by fX .n/ in the case
of vertex-transitive graphs.
We say that X has polynomial growth if there exist numbers c and r such that
fX .n/  cnr :
It follows from the results of Bass, Gromov and Trofimov [2–4] that the smallest number r
with this property is an integer. This integer r is called the growth degree of X . If r D 1
we say that X has linear growth.
The number of ends of a graph X is the maximal number of infinite components in XnF
for any finite set F  V .X/. If that maximum does not exist we say that X has infinitely
many ends. A vertex-transitive graph has 0; 1; 2 or infinitely many ends.
The following lemma is a conjunction of Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 3.3 from [5] and
results from [6]:
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a locally finite connected undirected vertex-transitive graph. Then
the following are equivalent:
1. X has linear growth.
2. X has two ends.
3. Aut .X/ contains an infinite cyclic subgroup acting with finitely many orbits on X .
Let G be a finitely generated group and let S be a finite generating set of G. Then G
has polynomial growth if the Cayley graph X .G; S [ S−1/ has polynomial growth. If the
Cayley graph X .G; S [ S−1/ has two ends we say that the group G has two ends.
The following lemma is more or less a reformulation of the above lemma in the language
of group theory. The equivalence of 2, 3 and 4 in the following lemma is a classical result
(see [7] or [8]). We refer to the previous lemma for the equivalence of 1 to the other
conditions.
LEMMA 2.2. If G is a finitely generated group with symmetric generating set then the
following are equivalent:
1. G has linear growth.
2. G has two ends.
3. G has an infinite cyclic subgroup of finite index.
4. G has a finite normal subgroup N such that G=N D Z or G=N D D1.
If a group G acts vertex-transitively on a graph X , then an imprimitivity system of G
on X is a partition  of V .X/ into subsets called blocks, such that the elements of G
permute the blocks of  . Among imprimitivity systems we include the partition of V .X/
into singletons. The quotient graph X is defined as follows: V .X / is the set of blocks,
and two vertices v ; w 2 V .X / are adjacent in X if and only if .v;w/ 2 E.X/ for some
vertices v 2 v ; w 2 w . By G we denote the group acting on X induced by G. It is a
homomorphic image of G, and G  Aut .X /.
The following results, obtained by Trofimov [4, 9], play a crucial role in all investigations
of graphs with polynomial growth. To formulate them we need an additional definition:
We say that f .n/ D o.n/ if limn!1 f .n/n D 0. An automorphism g 2 Aut .X/, where X is
vertex-transitive, is called an o-automorphism if for some x 2 V .X/
maxfd.y; g.y//jy 2 V .X/; d.x; y/  ng D o.n/:
The set of all o-automorphisms of a graph X gives rise to a normal subgroup o.Aut .X//
of Aut .X/. The first of the three following results is [4], Theorem 1; the second and third
are [9], Corollary 1 and Proposition 2.3.
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THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a locally finite undirected connected vertex-transitive graph.
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
1. X has polynomial growth.
2. There exists an imprimitivity system  of Aut .X/ on X with finite blocks such that
Aut .X / is a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group and the stabilizer in Aut .X /
of a vertex of the graph X is finite.
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a locally finite undirected connected graph and let G act tran-
sitively on V .X/. Then the following two assertions are equivalent:
1. G  o.Aut .X//:
2. There exists an imprimitivity system  of Aut .X/ on X with finite blocks such that X is
the Cayley graph of the finitely generated nilpotent group G and G D o.Aut .X //:
THEOREM 2.5. Let X be a connected locally finite graph, G a vertex-transitive group of
automorphisms of X , and suppose there is an imprimitivity system  of G on X with finite
blocks such that G is nilpotent. Then G  o.Aut .X//.
All the above and many of the following results were proved for undirected graphs. To
apply these results to Cayley digraphs we simply consider the underlying undirected graphs
Y of the directed graphs X under investigation, since every group acting vertex-transitively
(regularly) on X , also acts vertex-transitively (regularly) on Y .
3. CAYLEY DIGRAPHS OF Z
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a finite symmetric generating set of Z. Then X .Z; S/ has linear
growth.
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 2.1, since Z acts vertex-transitively on X .Z; S/. 2
Next we prove an extension of Lemma 2.2.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a connected locally finite undirected graph with linear growth,
and suppose G D Aut .X/ acts transitively on V .X/. Then there is a normal subgroup N of
G which acts with finite orbits on X such that G=N D Z or G=N D D1.
PROOF. By Theorem 2.3 there is an imprimitivity sytem  with finite blocks such that
G D G=N1 is a finitely generated group with linear growth, where N1 is the kernel of
the group homomorphism from G onto G . Applying Lemma 2.2 we find a finite normal
subgroup N2 of G so that G =N2 is isomorphic to either Z or D1. But this immediately
implies that there is a normal subgroup N of G which acts with finite orbits on X and that
G =N2 D G=N . 2
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a locally finite undirected connected graph. If G D Aut .X/
contains an infinite cyclic subgroup C acting vertex-transitively on X , then G D Z or G D
D1.
PROOF. We know that G contains a normal subgroup N with finite orbits such that
G=N D Z or G=N D D1. The orbits of N give rise to an imprimitivity system of G
with finite blocks on X . But G contains an infinite cyclic subgroup C acting transitively
on V .X/. The only imprimitivity system with finite blocks that is preserved by C is the
trivial one which consists of single vertices. So N is trivial. 2
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We set G D Aut .X/ and identify V .X/ with Z. By Lemma
3.3 we know that either G D Z or G D D1. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show
that G D D1 if and only if S D S−1.
First, if S D S−1 then the permutation g defined by g.x/ D −x for every x 2 Z is clearly
an automorphism of X . Then obviously Aut .X/ D D1.
Now suppose that G D D1. Because of the left regular action of Z on X we know that
the permutation a D .: : : − 1 0 1 2 : : :/ is in G. As G D D1 there is an element b 2 G
such that b2 D 1; b.0/ D 0 and a−1 D bab D bab−1. Then using the equality a−1 D bab−1
we obtain
.: : : 2 1 0 − 1 − 2 : : :/ D b.: : :− 2 − 1 0 1 2 : : :/b−1
D .: : : b.−2/ b.−1/ b.0/ b.1/ b.2/ : : :/ D .: : : b.−2/ b.−1/ 0 b.1/ b.2/ : : :/
This equality implies that b.x/ D −x for every x 2 Z. In particular, if s 2 S, then the arc
.0; s/ is mapped onto .0;−s/ by b. Therefore, S D S−1. 2
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Set X S D X .Z; S/ and XT D X .Z; T /. For an integer x 2 Z
we use xS and xT to denote the corresponding vertices in XS and XT , respectively.
It is clear that X S D XT if S D T or S D T−1.
We now assume that X S D XT and that ’ V X S ! XT is an isomorphism. Because both
graphs are vertex-transitive we can assume that ’.0S/ D 0T .
Let g 2 Aut .X S/. Then Q’ V Aut .X S/! Aut .XT / with
. Q’g/.xT / D .’g’−1/.xT /
is a group isomorphism.
We know that the only possibilities for Aut .X S/ and Aut .XT / are Z or D1 acting in
the usual way. So Aut .X S/ has a unique vertex-transitive cyclic subgroup CS D hgSi,
where gS D .: : :− 1S 0S 1S : : :/. Similarly Aut .XT / has a unique vertex-transitive cyclic
subgroup CT generated by gT D .: : :− 1T 0T 1T : : :/.
Obviously, Q’ maps a cyclic vertex-transitive subgroup to a cyclic vertex-transitive sub-
group. So Q’.CS/ D CT and in particular Q’.gS/ is a generator of CT , and either Q’.gS/ D gT
or Q’.gS/ D g−1T .
But
Q’.gS/ D .: : : ’.−1S/ ’.0S/ ’.1S/ : : :/ D .: : : ’.−1S/ 0T ’.1S/ : : :/:
If Q’.gS/ D gT then
.: : : ’.−1S/ 0T ’.1S/ : : :/ D .: : :− 1T 0T 1T : : :/
and for every x 2 Z we have ’.xS/ D xT , therefore S D T .
Similarly, if Q’.gS/ D g−1T then ’.xS/ D −xT for every x 2 Z, and S D T−1. 2
4. NILPOTENT GROUPS
Trofimov’s result, Theorem 2.4, can be applied to get results about Cayley digraphs of
finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups. Of course Z is just a special case of such
a group, and the results in the previous section follow from the results of this section.
THEOREM 4.1. Let N be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group, and let S be
a finite generating set of N . Set X D X .N ; S/ and G D Aut .X/. Identify N with a fixed
subgroup of G acting regularly. Then the following assertions hold:
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1. N is a normal subgroup of G.
2. If x is a vertex in X then Gx has a natural embedding, as a permutation group, into
Aut .N /.
3. The stabilizer Gx is finite.
PROOF. A crucial fact for this proof is that the only imprimitivity system of G on X
with finite blocks is the trivial one. Because N acts regularly and is torsion-free, all the
orbits of a non-trivial element g 2 N n feg are infinite. So, if x and y would be in the
same block, then there would be an element g 2 N such that g.x/ D y, and then this block
would include the whole infinite orbit of x under g, a contradiction.
By Theorem 2.5 (with  trivial) we see that N  o.Aut .X//. Now we apply Theorem 2.4
to N . By the above argument, the imprimitivity system  given by Theorem 2.4 will again
be trivial and therefore N D o.Aut .X//. Since o.Aut .X// always is a normal subgroup of
Aut .X/ we deduce that N is normal in Aut .X/.
Our second assertion is shown by applying a standard argument from permutation group
theory (see e.g., [10], Theorem 11.2). We identify the vertices in X with elements in N as
follows: x is identified with e (the identity in N ) and a vertex y is identified with the unique
element g of N such that g.x/ D y. We denote the vertex identified with g 2 N by xg . An
element h 2 Gx induces an automorphism ’h on N by conjugation, that is ’h.g/ D hgh−1.
Using the fact that h−1.x/ D x , we see that
h.xg/ D hg.xe/ D hgh−1.xe/ D ’h.g/.xe/ D x’h.g/:
From this we conclude that Gx has a natural embedding as a permutation group into Aut .N /.
Assertion 3 follows from 2, because if we think of Gx as a subgroup of Aut .N / then the
action of Gx on N (and thereby its action on X ) is completely determined by its action on
the finite generating set S. But for this action we only have finitely many possibilities.
This also implies that Aut .X/ is a semidirect product of N by Gx . 2
The following corollary now gives a necessary and sufficient condition for X .N ; S/ to be
a DRR.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let N and S be as in Theorem 4.1. Then X .N ; S/ is a DRR if and only
if .S/ 6D S holds for every non-trivial  2 Aut .N / of finite order.
Finally we present a condition for Cayley digraphs to be isomorphic.
THEOREM 4.3. Let N be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group and let S and T
be finite generating sets of N . Then the Cayley digraphs X S D X .N ; S/ and XT D X .N ; T /
are isomorphic if, and only if, there is an element  2 Aut .N / such that S D .T /.
PROOF. It is clear that X S and XT are isomorphic if .T / D S for some  2 Aut .N /.
Now suppose that ’ V XT ! X S is an isomorphism. Then for each g 2 Aut .XT /, the
mapping Q’.g/ D ’g’−1 gives an isomorphism Q’ V Aut .XT /! Aut .X S/. Clearly Q’ maps
o-automorphisms of XT to o-automorphisms of X S . Using the argument in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 we know that both o.Aut .XT // and o.Aut .X S// are isomorphic to N . Hence
 D Q’jN is an element of Aut .N /. As in the proof of the previous theorem we identify
elements of N with vertices. For g 2 N we denote the corresponding vertex in XS by
xg;S and the corresponding vertex in XT with xg;T , with the identification arranged so that
’.xe;T / D xe;S . Then
’.xg;T / D ’g.xe;T / D ’g’−1.’.xe;T // D .g/.xe;S/ D x.g/;S :
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The set fxt;T jt 2 T g is equal to the set fy 2 V .XT /j.xe;T ; y/ 2 E.XT /g and a similar
observation about X S ensures that ’.fxt;T jt 2 T g/ D fxs;Sjs 2 Sg. But the above shows
that
’.fxt;T jt 2 T g/ D fx.t/;Sjt 2 T g D fxs;Sjs 2 .T /g
and therefore .T / D S. 2
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
REMARK 1. Theorem 4.1 can also be rephrased as a result about permutation groups:
Let G be a transitive permutation group acting on a set. Suppose that for every  2  the
stabilizer G has only finite orbits. If G contains a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent
group N acting regularly, then N is normal in G and the stabilizer G is finite.
REMARK 2. The condition in Corollary 4.2 gives a way to prove that a Cayley digraph
X .N ; S/ is a DRR which we illustrate with the following example:
The simplest examples of finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups are the finitely
generated free abelian groups Zn . For these we have an explicit description of Aut .Zn/
as GL.n;Z/. Denote the usual basis for Zn by e1; : : : ; en . Now, in the case n  2, using
Corollary 4.2 it is simple to check that the generating set S D fe1; : : : ; en;Pk ekg gives rise
to a DRR of Zn .
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